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Enterprises of all production and business activities are inseparable from capital,
and financial situation increasingly get much more attention by enterprises. Take
advantage of capital in efficient and reasonable way is the effective measure to
improve the economic efficiency and achieve business objectives, but also the
key to affect survival and development of enterprises.
Pharmaceutical distribution companies whose financial situation is typical of low-
margin, large amount of capital used, typically the enterprises be OPMed. With
the introduction of market competition and national policies, profit margins and the
living space of pharmaceutical distribution companies be further squeezed, and
capital problems is a key factor restricting the development of enterprises. As a
regional business enterprises, Company L is also facing enormous challenges,
and working capital management is the priority of capital management for
pharmaceutical distribution business. With combination of enterprise development
strategy and through the analysis of the L company current working capital
management status, this article is expected to be able to provide feasible
suggestion to resolve the problem of working capital management, but also to
provide useful reference value in money management.
Research framework of this thesis is divided into five parts. The first part, firstly to
elaborate the research background, significance, research content and methods
of the thesis. The second part is to review the literatures, related theory and
connotation of working capital management. The third part, business models and
capital management characteristics of the pharmaceutical distribution companies,
presentation the industry status, business model and working capital
management features. The fourth part, analysis for working capital current status
and management of L company, point out the problem of their working capital













management. The fifth part, offer a proposal to improve working capital
management of L companies.
The main conclusion of this study is to analyze the current status, major account
and comprehensive index of working capital management for L company, and
found the major issue in operating capital structure and efficiency of L company,
provide suggestions of improvement from working capital management level and
enterprise management level with combined with business development strategy,
recommendations include: updated management philosophy, strengthen
management theory combined with practical management of working capital; the
establishment of a sound financial management system;strengthen working
capital performance management;  to strengthen the working capital of the
purpose of control, improve the efficiency of financial operations; reasonable
arrangements for financing, reduce financial risk,strengthen the financial
management guidance function,optimization of organizational structure;
pharmaceutical distribution category structure adjustment; accelerate supply
chain management technologies; accelerate the development of promising
internal module.
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